BLACK'S HISTORIC DISTRICT

LOCATION: Silver City
BOUNDARY TYPE: Historic
ACRES: 46 (approx.)

BOUNDARY TYPE
- Metropolitan Redevelopment Area
- MainStreet District
- Arts and Cultural District
- Historic District
CHIHUAHUA HISTORIC DISTRICT

LOCATION: Silver City
BOUNDARY TYPE: Historic
ACRES: 32 (approx.)

BOUNDARY TYPE
- Metropolitan Redevelopment Area
- MainStreet District
- Arts and Cultural District
- Historic District
NORTH ADDITION HISTORIC DISTRICT

LOCATION: Silver City
BOUNDARY TYPE: Historic
ACRES: 39 (approx.)

BOUNDARY TYPE
- Metropolitan Redevelopment Area
- MainStreet District
- Arts and Cultural District
- Historic District
LOCATION: Silver City
BOUNDARY TYPE: ACD
ACRES: 115 (approx.)

**BOUNDARY TYPE**

- Metropolitan Redevelopment Area
- MainStreet District
- Arts and Cultural District
- Historic District
LOCATION: Silver City
BOUNDARY TYPE: Historic
ACRES: 73 (approx.)

BOUNDARY TYPE
- Metropolitan
- Redevelopment Area
- MainStreet District
- Arts and Cultural District
- Historic District
LOCATION: Silver City
BOUNDARY TYPE: MainStreet
ACRES: 78 (approx.)

BOUNDARY TYPE

- Metropolitan Redevelopment Area
- MainStreet District
- Arts and Cultural District
- Historic District
SILVER CITY MRA

LOCATION: Silver City
BOUNDARY TYPE: MRA
ACRES: 124 (approx.)

BOUNDARY TYPE
- Metropolitan Redevelopment Area
- MainStreet District
- Arts and Cultural District
- Historic District
WESTERN NM UNIVERSITY HISTORIC DISTRICT

LOCATION: Silver City
BOUNDARY TYPE: Historic
ACRES: 9 (approx.)

BOUNDARY TYPE

- Metropolitan Redevelopment Area
- MainStreet District
- Arts and Cultural District
- Historic District